Portrait Photographer Presentation

Schoolwide Learner Outcome: Champion of Self Expression

Objective: you will gain a…

– Deeper understanding of three inspiring portrait photographers

Agenda:

– Choose three inspiring photographers (from the videos we watched)

Complete the following for all three photographers

– Slide 1:
  • Put a picture of the photographer on the first slide with: life dates, the main idea of his/her photography

– Add four additional slides
  • one photo example on each slide (4 pictures)

– If available, include one quote from the photographer or about the photographer on one of the slides

Visual Arts Standards

1.3 Research and analyze the work of an artist and write about the artist's distinctive style and its contribution to the meaning of the work.

3.3 Identify and describe trends in the visual arts and discuss how the issues of time, place, and cultural influence are reflected in selected works of art.